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X-BlogBridge is a lightweight
Windows application whose
purpose is to help you group your
RSS news feeds and generate
statistics. Portable running mode
The application is the portable
counterpart of BlogBridge, which
means you can deploy it on your
system without having to go
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through installation steps. You can
copy it on portable media devices
like USB flash drives and carry it
with you. Clean feature lineup The
GUI looks straightforward and
easy to work with. Several tooltips
are revealed in the main window
for helping you view general
details about the program’s
capabilities. All categories are
displayed in the main window,
along with details about the feeds
and articles. You can arrange the
feed groups in the desired order by
moving them up or down. Define a
new feed category You are allowed
to create a new feed category by



specifying the title, icon and feeds,
keep reading lists, which are
collections of feeds maintained by
another party, and enable
notifications. You may import feeds
and subscriptions from OPML files
or URLs, add data from Bloglines
account, export the feeds
information to OPML file format,
update all group feeds with a
single click, as well as mark as
read/unread the selected group.
Feed and article management
options X-BlogBridge gives you the
possibility to subscribe to a feed,
create a smart feed that collects
articles that meet certain criteria,



delete feeds, view feed properties,
as well as rate them. What’s more,
you can make the application show
all articles or only the unread or
pinned ones, adjust the view mode
(headlines, brief excerpts, or full
text), and change the text size.
Extra tools to play with X-
BlogBridge helps you perform
searches, view hot feeds for the
current day or week, and generate
graphs in order to check out
information about the articles read
by hour or day, most visited or
read feed groups, and most pinned
feeds. A cleanup wizard lets you
get rid of the feeds that you no



longer read using different filters,
such as articles are older than a
custom number of days and feeds
have a low rating. An overall
efficient RSS feed manager All in
all, X-BlogBridge integrates a
powerful suite of features and
delivers a straightforward layout
where you can manage your RSS
feeds. X-BlogBridge is a
lightweight Windows application
whose purpose is to help you
group your RSS news feeds and
generate statistics. Portable
running mode The application is
the portable counterpart of
BlogBridge, which means you
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Rinzo XML Editor is a simple,
straightforward, and powerful
XML editor that supports parsing
and editing in various XML file
formats. Rinzo XML Editor is a
simple, straightforward, and
powerful XML editor that supports
parsing and editing in various XML
file formats. Rinzo XML Editor
provides a set of predefined tags
and attributes that are most
commonly used in XML. This
particular XML editor feature
makes it more convenient to edit
data directly in the XML file
format. XML is a markup language



designed to describe data in a way
that is human-readable, machine-
readable, and extensible. Rinzo
XML Editor has a simple user
interface with a simple taskbar
icon and a menu bar. Rinzo XML
Editor provides tools for
navigation to the items in the XML
file. You can view XML data in tree
view and check the selected node’s
metadata. Rinzo XML Editor
supports syntax highlighting, file-
based content assist, syntax
coloring, indentation, and key
command. The XML editor is also
equipped with a set of editor
commands for navigation, editing,



searching, and formatting. Rinzo
XML Editor includes a variety of
special features. You can create
new nodes using XSL stylesheets,
navigate to an XML file’s root
node, move selected nodes and
attributes, delete items, insert
tags, and more. It also includes a
variety of editing features. You can
edit the XML attributes and tags,
search and replace the selected
text, and check spelling. Rinzo
XML Editor is a simple,
straightforward, and powerful
XML editor that supports parsing
and editing in various XML file
formats. What’s New: * New



default XML schema for parsing
and editing in Xml Editor is added.
* New script-based XML schema
for parsing and editing in Xml
Editor is added. * Find and
Replace based on whole document
now supports new tab auto-
completion, to get the updated
information. * Extension is
introduced to display file-
attributes, tags, and properties in
Xml editor. * Support to Set and
Reset properties for Property Grid
is introduced. * Some UWP
improvements. * Some minor fixes.
* Added New Help. What's New in
Changelist: #1.5.2: * Fixed bug in



content assist not showing at
certain places. #1.5.1: * Fixed
some issues in sharing a report
with Xml editor * Added hot keys
to change tab to 2edc1e01e8
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X-BlogBridge is a lightweight
Windows application whose
purpose is to help you group your
RSS news feeds and generate
statistics. Portable running mode
The application is the portable
counterpart of BlogBridge, which
means you can deploy it on your
system without having to go
through installation steps. You can
copy it on portable media devices
like USB flash drives and carry it
with you. Clean feature lineup The
GUI looks straightforward and
easy to work with. Several tooltips
are revealed in the main window



for helping you view general
details about the program’s
capabilities. All categories are
displayed in the main window,
along with details about the feeds
and articles. You can arrange the
feed groups in the desired order by
moving them up or down. Define a
new feed category You are allowed
to create a new feed category by
specifying the title, icon and feeds,
keep reading lists, which are
collections of feeds maintained by
another party, and enable
notifications. You may import feeds
and subscriptions from OPML files
or URLs, add data from Bloglines



account, export the feeds
information to OPML file format,
update all group feeds with a
single click, as well as mark as
read/unread the selected group.
Feed and article management
options X-BlogBridge gives you the
possibility to subscribe to a feed,
create a smart feed that collects
articles that meet certain criteria,
delete feeds, view feed properties,
as well as rate them. What’s more,
you can make the application show
all articles or only the unread or
pinned ones, adjust the view mode
(headlines, brief excerpts, or full
text), and change the text size.



Extra tools to play with X-
BlogBridge helps you perform
searches, view hot feeds for the
current day or week, and generate
graphs in order to check out
information about the articles read
by hour or day, most visited or
read feed groups, and most pinned
feeds. A cleanup wizard lets you
get rid of the feeds that you no
longer read using different filters,
such as articles are older than a
custom number of days and feeds
have a low rating. An overall
efficient RSS feed manager All in
all, X-BlogBridge integrates a
powerful suite of features and



delivers a straightforward layout
where you can manage your RSS
feeds. Description: X-BlogBridge is
a lightweight Windows application
whose purpose is to help you
group your RSS news feeds and
generate statistics. Portable
running mode The application is
the portable counterpart of
BlogBridge, which
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What's New in the X-BlogBridge?
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business? Blogging and websites
were designed as simple sharing
platforms where you can get free
online resources and spread
information, that is what websites
and blogs are for. In this day and
age we live in we blog just because
we can, and we enjoy it, however
some people see blogging as their
full time job. They read blogs all
day long just so that they can make
money from it. To be honest, I
don’t like this idea. There are
times when you may be forced to
make blogging your profession, for
example if you are a food blogger.
Or, in other cases if you are



running a site that you want to
make money from. I have had
several cases where I was asked to
blog more often, and I would be
told that I need to boost my traffic
so that I can make money, and that
I should go on some type of
marketing campaign. I’ve told
them that it is not that easy to
make money from a blog, and that
they need to stop demanding all
this from me. I tell them that if I
am not blogging, I have nothing to
blog about. I decided to make this
small tool that can help you
analyze what your blog is doing
wrong. With this tool you can



check how your blog is doing, if it
is still posting articles, and you can
go and make some changes if
necessary. With X-BlogBridge you
can check all these information: -
How often are you publishing
articles? - Are you publishing at
least one article a day? - What are
your most read articles? - What are
the best time slots to publish
articles? - Do you have visitors? -
What is the traffic for your blog? -
How many new subscribers are
you getting? - And many more! X-
BlogBridge is a lightweight
Windows application whose
purpose is to help you group your



RSS news feeds and generate
statistics. Portable running mode
The application is the portable
counterpart of BlogBridge, which
means you can deploy it on your
system without having to go
through installation steps. You can
copy it on portable media devices
like USB flash drives and carry it
with you. Clean feature lineup The
GUI looks straightforward and
easy to work with. Several tooltips
are revealed in the main window
for helping you view general
details about the program’s
capabilities. All categories are
displayed in the main window,



along with details about the feeds
and articles. You can arrange the
feed groups in the desired order by
moving them up or down. Define a
new feed category You are allowed
to create a new feed category by
specifying the title, icon and feeds,
keep reading lists, which are
collections of feeds maintained by
another party, and enable
notifications. You may import feeds
and subscriptions from OPML files
or URLs, add data from Bloglines
account, export the feeds



System Requirements For X-BlogBridge:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7 SP1,
Windows 8, Windows 10
Processor: Intel Core i5 2.8 GHz,
AMD Phenom X2 2.9 GHz Memory:
8 GB RAM Graphics: NVIDIA GTX
660, AMD Radeon HD 7770
DirectX: Version 11 Storage: 60
GB available space Additional
Notes: A combination of Microsoft
Windows 7 and Windows 8 can be
installed on a single system. A
combination of Windows 7 and
Windows 8 cannot be installed on
the same system.
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